
The Rum Diary  follows itinerant journalist Paul Kemp (Johnny Depp) on an 
alcohol-fueled journey across the pristine island of Puerto Rico. Adopting the 
rum-soaked life of the island, Paul soon becomes obsessed with Chenault 
(Amber Heard) the wildly attractive fiancée of Sanderson (Aaron Eckhart), an 
American businessman involved in shady development deals. When Kemp is 
recruited by Sanderson to write favorably about his latest unsavory scheme, the 
journalist is presented with a choice: to use his words for the corrupt 
businessman's financial benefit or use them to take him down. Sony
The Big Year Steve Martin, Jack Black and Owen Wilson are at a crossroads one 
is experiencing a mid-life crisis, another a late-life crisis, and the third, a far 
from ordinary no-life crisis. From David Frankel, the director of The Devil 
Wears Prada and Marley & Me, comes a sophisticated comedy about three 
friendly rivals who, tired of being ruled by obligations and responsibilities, 
dedicate a year of their lives to following their dreams. Their big year takes them 
on a cross-country journey of wild and life-changing adventures. Steve Martin, 
Jack Black and Owen Wilson are at a crossroads one is experiencing a mid-life 
crisis, another a late-life crisis, and the third, a far from ordinary no-life crisis. 
From David Frankel, the director of The Devil Wears Prada and Marley & Me, 
comes a sophisticated comedy about three friendly rivals who, tired of being 
ruled by obligations and responsibilities, dedicate a year of their lives to 
following their dreams. Their big year takes them on a cross-country journey of 
wild and life-changing adventures. Also features Jim Parsons, Rashida Jones, 
Rosamund Pike, Kevin Pollak, Anjelica Huston, Dianne Wiest. Fox
In Time When scientists unlock the secret to immortality, time becomes the new 
currency and one desperate man comes under attack from a mysterious group 
known only as the "Time Keepers." In the not-too-distant future, scientists have 
discovered a way to turn off the aging gene. As the threat of overpopulation 
looms over society, money becomes a thing of the past. Now, assets are 
measured in time; those with the most time also possess the most power. 
Meanwhile, the lower classes are forced to barter with the new elite if they want 
to live forever. Suddenly a young commoner stumbles across a treasure chest of 
time. With the "Time Keepers" in hot pursuit, however, he may never get a 
chance to use it. Justin Timberlake, Amanda Seyfried, and Olivia Wilde star. Fox
Texas Killing Fields A serial killer shifts his focus from hunting female victims 
to stalking the two detectives attempting to end his reign of terror in this tense 
crime thriller inspired by actual events. When a secluded Texas marsh becomes 
the dumping ground for a murderous maniac who preys on young females, local 
homicide detective Mike Souder (Sam Worthington) teams up with transplanted 
New York City detective Brian Heigh (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) to put an end to the 
vicious killing spree. Meanwhile, the cunning psychopath quickly turns the 
tables on his pursuers with a tantalizing series of carefully placed clues. But 
when the elusive killer makes the fateful mistake of abducting a young girl 
(Chloë Grace Moretz), he severely underestimates the detectives' determination 
to bring her home alive. Anchor Bay
Hunted By Night In the Florida Everglades, three men on a hunting trip find 
bails of drugs just dropped from an airplane. The men must decide whether to be 
law-abiding citizens and report the drugs or take the drugs and sell them for 
millions of dollars. Their decisions will take them on spine-tingling 
confrontations with drug dealers who both outnumber... and outgun them. Stars 
Jencarlos Canela, Juan Bofill, Al Galvez, Sonya Smith, Gabriel Porras. MTI
The Mighty Macs From the inspiring true story comes the tale of one woman 
who just wanted to make a difference and wound up making history! When 
Coach Cathy Rush (Carla Gugino, Mr. Popper's Penguins) arrives at tiny 
Immaculata College, the women's basketball team has no budget, no uniforms 
and no gym. Refusing to give up, Cathy finds help from a young nun named 
Sister Sunday. Together, their relentless drive reignites the team's spirit and the 
Mighty Macs start conquering bigger and better-funded schools. As financial 
troubles rock Immaculata, the Macs charge into the championships against all 
odds. Can the Mighty Macs save their school with one last long shot at victory? 
You'll stand up and cheer for the heartwarming, incredible season that made the 
real Cathy Rush a Basketball Hall of Fame legend! Sony
The Rebound You'll love this fresh and funny romantic comedy starring 
Academy Award winner Catherine Zeta-Jones and Justin Bartha (The Hangover). 
When Sandy (Zeta-Jones) catches her husband fooling around with her friend, 
she packs up the kids, moves to Manhattan, and starts a new life. Desperately 
needing a babysitter, Sandy turns to a handsome coffee shop clerk named Aram 
(Bartha). Soon, unexpected sparks are flying between Sandy and her new 
"nanny" - who also happens to be twenty years younger! Falling in love and 
freaking out, Sandy must decide if her feelings for Aram are real or is Aram 
catching her on The Rebound? Fox
There Be Dragons Dougray Scott leads an acclaimed cast in Oscar Nominee 
writer/director Roland Joffe's epic story of passion, faith and betrayal. When 
journalist Robert Torres (Scott) is assigned to write a book about Josemaria 
Escriva (Charlie Cox), the controversial founder of Opus Dei, he hopes it will 
bring him closer to his father, Escriva's childhood friend. As Torres uncovers 
more about his father's past, he learns dark secrets that will change his world 
forever. Inspired by actual events and featuring Geraldine Chaplin and Olga 
Kurylenko, There Be Dragons is a "rousing epic" and a "stirring vision of virtue. 
Fox
Matlock 7th Season It takes a legend to play one! Andy Griffith brings his 
special brand of charm to the role of Ben Matlock, prominent defense attorney. 
In this 5-disc set, Matlock: The Seventh Season sees Ben reopening a 
30-year-old murder case, representing a ghost, and learning to work with his 
daughter and new partner, Leanne (Brynn Thayer). This year, his trusted 
colleague Conrad McMasters (Clarence Gilyard, Jr.) is joined by recent law 
school graduate Cliff Lewis (Daniel Roebuck). Using his street-savvy tactics and 
down-home instincts, Matlock always knows how to captivate a jury... and 
generations of audiences. Paramount/CBS
Happy, Happy Family is the most important thing in the world to Kaja. She is an 
eternal optimist in spite of living with a man who would rather go hunting with 
the boys, and who refuses to have sex with her because she "isn't particularly 
attractive" anymore. Whatever. That's life. But when "the perfect couple" moves 
in next door, Kaja struggles to keep her emotions in check. Not only do these 
successful, beautiful, exciting people sing in a choir; they have also adopted a 
child from Ethiopia! These new neighbors open a new world to Kaja, with 
consequences for everyone involved. And when Christmas comes around, it 
becomes evident that nothing will ever be like before even if Kaja tries her very 
best. Magnolia
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